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Testing and Operation of a Gamma Signal Splitte r

Philip Hypes , K. Frame, D . Herrera, K . Ianakiev, D . MacArthur,
Safeguards Science and Technology, Los Alamos National Laborator y

Los Alamos, NM 87544

Abstract

We will discuss the testing and operation of a system that produces multiple sets of equivalent
data from a single gamma detector . Verification or inspection operations often involve
measurements made by outside agencies in facilities where space is constrained . Such
measurements often involve expensive detectors . In a production facility, the time involved in
adding another measurement to a process can also be a burden . Often such facilities already
employ detectors capable of making the necessary measurements ; they may even use the
detectors to perform the same measurement . The space, cost, and time problems would be
reduced if the outside organization could use the signal from such an existing detector to obtain
the necessary information . In this paper, we will discuss the operation and testing of a signal
splitting system that performs this task while providing both the host facility and the outside
organization full confidence that the data is unaffected by the presence of the additional
hardware gathering data from the detector . The specific system discussed in this paper is a
gamma signal splitter that was designed in the Safeguards Science and Technology Group at Los
Alamos National Laboratory . It has been operated and tested in a laboratory environment, and is
intended for installation in a production environment to gain additional experience with the
system .

Introduction

Two splitters have been designed . The one discussed in the paper is for gamma ray
measurements using a high purity germanium detector . The other splitter has the same design
intent (to produce duplicate, interference-resistant data streams from a single detector), but is
designed to split the signals from a neutron multiplicity counter or coincidence counter . Both of
these splitters are in the process of being approved for installation in an operational environment .
When both splitters are installed, duplicate mass measurements will be possible using the
existing detectors .

The gamma splitter has one set of input connections and four sets of output connections. The
input connections include a preamp cable connection, a signal connection, a bias shutdown
connection, and a high voltage cable connection. Each of the four sets of output connections
includes a preamp cable connection, a positive signal connection, a negative signal connection,
and a high voltage connection .

Laboratory Setup

A variety of laboratory setups were used to test the splitter . The splitter is intended for use in the
configuration shown in figure one .
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The detector was a 20% Canberra coaxi al german ium detector, model number GC20175 . The

spli tter can support as many as four MCA/computer output br anches. Dspec+ Multi-Channel
Analyzers (MCAs) were used . A variety of radiation sources were used, including 57Co, 60Co,
and a small reactor grade plutonium sample .

Explanation of Selected Tests

One of the most fundamental tests is to verify that introduction of the splitter does not change
spectra acquired with the system . To verify this, the detector was connected directly to the MCA
(without the splitter), and a spectrum acquired . Then the detector was connected through the
splitter, and another spectrum taken . Comparison of the two spectra illustrated in figures two,
three, and four shows a very good match, indicating that the splitter is not affecting the data . See
figures two, three, and four .
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Figure 2 . Full-range comparison between spectra taken with and without the splitter
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Figure 3 . Detail view of low energy region in Figure 2 .
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Figure 4 . Detail view of high energy region in Figure 2 .

The peak characteristics from the two spectra are compared in Table I, showing excellent
agreement in all the most important parameters. Uncertainties are one-sigma values .

122 keV 1332 keV
FWHM Net Area Uncertainty FWHM Net Area Uncertainty

a 0.89 85621 342 1 .98 139135 383
b 0.90 84994 341 1 .99 140270 383

Direct- 11'r MO lrh ,
Spli tter 7

I able 1 . spectral Data Comparison, 12% Dead Time



These tests were conducted at 12% dead time . Additional tests have demonstrated that the
system performs just as well at higher dead times . Table II shows the results from data taken at
50% dead time .

122 keV 1332 keV
FWHM Net Area Uncertainty FWHM Net Area Uncertainty

A 0.93 614296 905 2.10 140363 41 3
B 0.94 614961 891 2.12 140140 41 5

Table II. Spectral Data Comparison, 50% Dead Tim e

Table III shows the results from data taken at 85% dead time .

60 keV 1332 keV
FWHM Net Area Uncertainty FWHM Net Area Uncertainty

A 1 .25 1883514 2788 2.33 2561 66
B 1 .26 1886793 2348 2.32 2566 61
Table III. Spectral Data Comparison, 85% Dead Tim e

The next test demonstrated that the splitter produces equivalent results on both data branches
when the detector is being used to measure plutonium isotopics . A plutonium item was placed in
front of the detector, and twenty one-hour spectra were acquired on both branches of the system .
The forty spectra were analyzed using FRAM 4 .2 (version dated Mar 18 2002) . The parameter
set was Coax8kl25 .3. The 242Pu content was calculated by correlation . The results agreed
extremely well, as shown in Table IV . This table shows the summary values for each group of
twenty spectra (A and B) . The "Average" values are the average isotope fractions (or Specific
Power/2 °Pu Effective) for each set of twenty results . The "16 Uncert." values are the standard
deviations calculated for each set of twenty results .

238 ~`
. : .P~

239
Pu

240 a 241
Pu

mass l a
percent Unce rt.

mass la
percent Uncert .

mass la
ercent Uncert .

mass l a
percent Uncert.

A 0.0121 0.0007 93.8802 0.1003 5.9553 0.1006 0.1309 0.0005
B 0.0121 0.0006 93.8541 0 .1025 5.9814 0.1026 0.1310 0.0005

~ 242P
u 241 Am Specific Power Effective 240P u

mass I a
percent Uncert .

µg / g 1v
Pu Unce rt .

mW / g 1Q
Pu Unce rt .

mass 1 Q
percent Uncert .

N

0.0215 0 .0004 1894 .7 27.7 2.5219 0.0050 6.0219 0 .1003
B 0 .0214 0 .0004 1859.2 24 .5 2.5196 0.0058 6.0479 0 .1026

Table IV. Plutonium Isotopics Analysis Results from Different Branches of the Splitte r

The agreement between the A and B data is excellent for all isotopes and calculated values . This
demonstrates that the splitter does indeed provide statistically equivalent results when a single
item is measured and the data split into two MCAs .



The results for one A spectrum and one B spectrum were checked using the diagnostic functions
available through FRAM. An experienced FRAM user reviewed the region of interest positions
in the spectra, the peak fits, and the efficiency curve fit . All of these reviews indicated that the
analyses were normal, accurate, and free of problems .

The next test demonstrated that the splitter is not vulnerable to active attempts to interfere with
data acquisition . The system was connected as shown in figure one, and a spectrum acquired on
each branch of the system . Then a pulser was connected to a signal output on the splitter, as
shown in figure five .
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Figure 5 . Pulser Test Configuration

Spectra were then taken with the pulser sending pulses into the signal output connection of the
splitter. The spectra taken in the figure five configuration were identical to those taken without
any pulser input .

Discussion

The tests detailed above, in addition to other tests that have been performedE11121 (primarily
demonstrations that passive interference with one branch could not affect data taken on another
branch of the system) show that the system is not vulnerable to nondestructive active or passive
attempts to affect the data taken through the splitter .

When the detector high voltage is routed through the splitter to two MCAs, the detector is
provided with whichever high voltage value is greater . This prevents data manipulation by
reduction of detector high voltage, but it also makes the system vulnerable to destructive
interference. Either branch can destroy the detector by sending a high voltage that is
significantly greater than that specified by the manufacturer .

One solution is to simply bypass the splitter, and allow one MCA to directly supply high voltage
to the detector, as shown in figure one . This gives the operator of that branch complete
confidence in the proper operation of the system, but leaves the other branch dependent on the
good will of the branch supplying the high voltage .



The bypass solution would be less problematic if the system provided high voltage information
measured on the detector to each branch of the system . For example, the system could be
designed to introduce a peak into the gamma-ray spectrum whose position indicated the
measured detector high voltage . Operators could then review the data to ensure that the high
voltage had not been tampered with . The drawbacks of this approach are cost and complexity .
Hardware and software would have to be added to the system to continuously monitor and record
detector high voltage data .

Another solution would be to modify the circuit to prevent excessively high voltage from being
sent to the detector, even if supplied by one or more MCAs . This high voltage cap should be
adjustable to enable a particular splitter to be used with detectors requiring different high voltage
values. This solution would require no additional software, and a modification to the existing
splitter hardware. This would enable all MCA operators to satisfy themselves that the detector
high voltage was correct, and maintain equivalence among the MCAs .

Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that the gamma splitter system does not affect data taken through the
splitter compared to data taken without the splitter . The splitter has also defeated all active and
passive attempts by one branch of the system to affect data taken on another branch of the
system. Data taken through the gamma splitter should, therefore, be acceptable to facility
operators and outside auditors as valid data, equal in quality to data that could be taken without
the splitter. This technology offers the possibility of substantial cost savings by obviating the
need to purchase a redundant detector .

" P. Hypes, "Testing Plan - Gamma Splitter System", LA-UR -04-2418, Safeguards Science and
Technology Group, Los Alamos National Laborator y
[2] P . Hypes, K. Frame, D . Herrera, K. Ianakiev, D . MacArthur, C. Mason, "Gamma Splitter
Testing Report", LA-UR-04-2511 , Safeguards Science and Technology Group , Los Alamos
National Laboratory
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